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After Altadena Town Council candidates were announced, NBBA forwarded an invitation to all candidates to
participate in our Candidates Forum on May 28, 2015, and asked each to respond to our survey questions.
Below are the responses received from the candidates.
NBBA hopes that these responses and the additional discussion at the forum encourage broader community
participation, as well as provide for more transparency and accountability for our town governance.
Early voting will be held on Tuesday, June 2, from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Altadena Library, 600 E. Mariposa
Street. Polls will be open throughout Altadena on Election Day, Saturday, June 6, 2015. There are nine
polling sites throughout Altadena; each will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Information is on the Altadena
Election website www.altadenaelection.org – and for polling locations: http://tinyurl.com/atcelection2015.
If you are 18 years or older and a resident of Altadena, you will be able to vote for a candidate in your Census
Tract (CT). For more information on the election and your closest polling place, please see.

Census Tract 4601
James Walker Jr.

(626) 826-5180

jimwalker49@yahoo.com

(626) 798-2965

annechomyn@gmail.com

No response to candidate survey.

Anne Chomyn

Why are you running for Town Council and what skills or strengths will you bring to the position?
I am running because I believe that I can serve our community with diligence, dedication, and resourcefulness. As a
scientist I had to develop certain skills, several of which can be applied to addressing the issues that Altadena faces.
Among these skills are taking initiative, being persistent, forming collaborations, and using creativity in solving
problems.
Please describe your most recent community service in your census tract and/or in the wider Altadena community.
I worked at the annual book sale of the Altadena Library, organizing books and serving as cashier.
What do you see as the three biggest priorities for Altadena that you plan to act on as a Town Council representative?
As a Town Council representative, my function is to determine the wishes of the citizens in my Census Tract and also
of those citizens in the rest of Altadena and to convey the consensus of the community to the Council and to the
appropriate governmental agency. In order for me to determine the wishes of our community, there has to be
communication on a large scale between the community and me. It is my first priority to increase the profile of the
Town Council and to develop avenues of communication between our community and me.
I have been knocking on doors, meeting and talking with neighbors to introduce myself and to learn what their
concerns are. The top concerns that I am hearing about are speeding traffic on our streets, our pedestrians not feeling
safe walking on streets where there are no sidewalks, and the need for the County to keep road surfaces and curbs in
good repair. Therefore my second priority will be to initiate dialogues with individuals and agencies in Los Angeles
County government to bring about road modifications – not necessarily speed bumps - that will calm traffic and
provide safer passage for pedestrians.
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My third priority is to see that our road surfaces and curbs are repaired in a timely manner and to a high standard.
What is your vision for economic development in Altadena, and what actions do you think the Town Council could take to
bring about that vision that will support and not displace local residents and business owners?
I see the small town atmosphere of Altadena as being enhanced by mixed use zoning, which I believe we have in the
business corridors on Lincoln Avenue, Lake Avenue, and Allen Avenue near New York Drive. I would like to see
pedestrian traffic encouraged and would start by defining the larger intersections on these corridors as hubs of retail
businesses and restaurants. For example, intersections like that at Lake and Mariposa could be highlighted by
pedestrian amenities like sidewalk bump-outs into the street, textured crosswalks, and enhanced lighting. Between
the hubs, would be the quieter businesses like service providers.
The steepness of Allen, Lake, and Lincoln Avenues may be a deterrent to pedestrian traffic and that is why I think
focus should be put on the larger intersections. A pedestrian can think of going east-west (easier walking) as well as
north-south (hilly or steep). Several of the major intersections have businesses extending into the east/west streets.
Another way to encourage pedestrian traffic and to slow vehicle traffic is to put a median strip where there is none
now.
Because there is a variety of building facades, the commercial areas could be made to look cohesive and attractive by
planting (or filling in with) identical shade trees at regular intervals all along the commercial corridors. The Town
Council can request such road and sidewalk modifications of the County. The Town Council could also work with the
Chamber of Commerce to produce a dynamic website that invites consumers to Altadena.
How do you plan to inform and involve the residents of your Census Tract and the greater Altadena Community in an
open and transparent way?
The internet and social media have simplified and speeded up communication among people. I already have a
Campaign Facebook page, which, if I am elected, will be replaced by the Anne Chomyn Altadena Town Council
Member facebook page. My email address will be posted on this facebook page.
I will also create email lists of those constituents who would like to be contacted in that way.
I will post brief reports of Town Council meetings on my Facebook page within days of the last meeting. I will also
publicize the Agenda for upcoming meetings as it becomes available. I will also use social media and email to
announce upcoming fora on issues concerning our community.
To increase the profile of the ATC, I will try to increase the number of websites of Altadena institutions that have links
to the ATC website. Another way to increase the profile of the Town Council is to have a booth featuring the Town
Council (and manned by one or two volunteers) at Altadena festivals and other events.
I would also like to organize a Meet and Greet within the first half year of my term.
Is there anything else you would like voters to know about you?
I will do my best to attend every meeting of the Town Council.

Census Tract 4602
Ruben Balter

(310) 962-2179

rabalter@yahoo.com

No response to candidate survey.
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Billy Malone

(626) 893-0787

ban1997@sbcglobal.net

Why are you running for Town Council, and what skills or strengths will you bring to the position?
I am running for Town Council because I realized that my opinion and my voice is just one out of many, and to truly
make a difference in a community I do not need to be a single voice with a single opinion but an ear to our differences
and a voice of moderated reasoning. For me, getting involved and being an integral part of change is an important
part of being a good citizen, being on the Town Council gives me an opportunity to do this. My greatest strength is
understanding that my own personal agenda is not as important as the collective whole and in appreciating that
collective whole. It is only through listening and then responding that the true priorities of the community, not those of
individual agendas, can be achieved.
Please describe your most recent community service in your census tract and/or in the wider Altadena Community.
Community building is my largest focus, because of that, I would say that my biggest community service is by simply
being involved and volunteering my time to sit on many different committees around town and seeing that each of
these groups support each other in their commitment to their work. All those who know me understand that no matter
how I feel about a particular subject I will always support others that wish to do good work. It is this emphasis on
others with a goal of unity that I feel benefits the greater area of Altadena.
What do you see as the 3 biggest priorities for Altadena that you plan to act on as a Town Council Representative?
Sorry have to tie this all into one. Like that of the individual, I believe Altadena’s highest priority is working together
collectively, because it is an extensive problem that involves economics, business, education, and essentially any
personal or community issue. One of the positive characteristics about our city is the amount of involvement we get
from its residents. We now have so many social groups that are either splintered from other groups or initiated
because of personal or community concerns or preferences. Having so many groups is a wonderful problem to have
in that it means so many people wish to make changes for the better, or to preserve the current integrity of our
community. Having so many separate groups also means that each group may not have enough members to
accomplish the goals and make the impact that they had hoped. By bringing these groups together, understanding
we might not always agree, and supporting each other in the areas in which we can unite is our biggest strength.
Individually we can move stones, collectively we can move mountains.
What is your vision for economic development in Altadena, and what actions do you think the Town Council could take to
bring about that vision that will support and not displace local residents and business owners?
If you build it they will come? This is not always an accurate statement. All you have to do is look around Altadena
and see all of the empty storefronts and empty lots that already exist. It is difficult enough for local retail stores to
compete in today’s market without having to deal with the demographics of Altadena being removed, miles uphill
away from the main core of both auto and foot traffic. It is not enough to just wish we had some kind of downtown
core where we can all go shop, eat, and hang out in the evenings and the weekends without having to drive down the
hill. We have to first look at what kind of businesses we would like to see establish in Altadena and then how to
attract that small business investor. Study the barriers our community and city present, as well as the county, and
develop methods of facilitating business development. As a community it would be in our best interest to support
those entities that already promote our local businesses. Developing a rapport with county officials can be catalyst for
change. We already have a large pool of home businesses. What can we do to promote and assist in their growth?
It should be one of the Town Council’s positions not to stand on different sides of this fence, but to support the
decisions of our neighbors, our investors, and our businesses, existing and new. Only then will we start seeing
positive changes in our local business environment, less empty stores and more places to shop. Support and shop
our local business should be a motto for us all.
How do you plan to inform and involve the residents of your Census Tract and the great Altadena Community in an open
and transparent manner?
Making myself available to the people of my census tract and promoting myself as their representative has always
been my priority. I am very accessible and respond immediately to my constituents’ concerns and inquiries. I am
already active in my community, regularly attending and supporting various community events, however I will continue
to increase my attendance at community events in order to introduce myself, meet my constituents, and strengthen
my relationships with those I already know. I understand the strength of social media and follow as much community
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activity online as possible. Local blogs and local media can always help disseminate pertinent information regarding
my census tract and the surrounding community. If my name and information is out there with the knowledge that I
care and I am approachable, then a continuous dialogue should remain for as long as I hold a position and beyond. If
someone needs a question answered, all they need to do is ask, which is exactly what my constituents do.
What do you think is needed to increase the Town Council’s effectiveness and positively impact the community?
I think the Town Council is most effective when there is community outreach and when there is dialogue between the
Council members and their constituency. Relationships like these are important because, like any law enforcement
officer will tell you, it is important to have eyes and ears in the community. Unless you know what is happening you
are blind to the community needs. I think the Town Council has done a much better job at this in the last couple of
years but there is always room for improvement to be fully effective.
As an incumbent, what do you consider your 3 most significant personal achievements as a Town Council representative?
•
•
•

Became a better supporter of local schools, i.e. Eliot Magnet Middle School.
Built better ties between the residents and our business partners by working closer with the Chamber of
Commerce.
By being corresponding Secretary I have been able to create better ties with county, which in turn, helps in every
other project that I have to deal with as a council member.

What do you consider the 3 most significant achievements of the Council as a whole this past year?
•
•
•

Better relations between civic groups and active community groups like NBBA.
More involvement and support in working committees like the CSD’s.
Brought more voices and partners to the community as seen in project presentations during Town Council
monthly meetings.

Census Tract 4603.01
Damon Hobdy

(818) 370-8455

dlhhobdyesquire@aol.com

As an incumbent what do you think is needed to increase the Town Council’s effectiveness and positively impact the
community?
To increase the Town Council’s effectiveness I believe that we have to have more participation of the community at the
ATC monthly meetings. As shown herein, I am working hard to get the word out that a governing body for Altadena
does exist. However, once Altadenans become aware of this, we have to continue our efforts to cause these same
person’s to come out and participate by showing up at the meetings. The ATC meetings should not just be well
attended when there are major issues to decide upon – the meetings should be well attended all the time. Certainly,
the communities involvement will impact Altadena in a positive way, because the Town Council will be able to know
exactly what are the primary concerns and needs of the entire community - not just the concerns and needs of those
who attend the ATC meetings.
As an incumbent what do you consider the 3 most significant personal achievements as a Town Council representative?
I have had many significant personal achievements as your representative.
First, however, I (along with my colleague Judy Matthews) organized and held the first ever Meet and Greet your
Town Council representatives for CT 4603.01. The first was held in September 2013, and the next Meet and Greet
was held in September 2014. Community members were made aware of the Town Council, provided information,
received answers to their questions, and found out what actually was going in Altadena.
Second, through my work with the County, I have had a metal bus bench replace the concrete bench on Altadena and
Fair Oaks on the South side along with a metal trash can. I have also had metal benches placed at the corners of
Glenrose and Altadena Drive on the South side along with a metal trash can, and a metal bench placed at Olive and
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Altadena Drive on the South side with a metal trash can. Trash cans and bus benches did not previously exist at
these locations. Additionally, I worked with the County and a metal trash can is now placed on the North side of Olive
and Glenrose. This beautifies the area which impacts the economic development of Altadena.
Lastly, (in addition to being elected as your recording secretary on the Executive Committee), I was appointed by
Supervisor Antonovich’s office as your representative for PASadena Collaborate which is a collaborate effort by
Pasadena, Altadena and Sierra Madre concerning (among other things) the health, safety, and welfare of Altadena
children, students, and families.
As an incumbent what do you consider the 3 most significant achievements of the Council as a whole this past year?
The first would have to be participation among council members. As you know, the Town Council is a volunteer
organization. However, throughout the year Town Council representatives showed up for the ATC meetings and
participated in other meetings held by other community groups in hopes of impacting our community in a positive
way.
Second, would have to be the involvement of Town Council representatives in the community. Census Tracts reps
have done so much for our community this past year. From the metal bus benches and trash cans which I caused to
be placed in Altadena, to the numerous metal bus benches which are going to be placed in Altadena through the
efforts of another Town Council rep, to making vital decisions on Land Use issues.
Finally, the last significant achievement of the Council is participating with the CSD (Community Standards District) by
reviewing documents, and commenting on the CSD (both commercial and residential). The CSD will greatly impact
our Altadena community.

Census Tract 4603.02
Dean Cooper

(626) 345-1297

act460302@bitsitservices.com

Why are you running for Town Council, and what skills or strengths will you bring to the position?
I’m a candidate for Town Council because I care about my community and don’t mind being a net addition to
addressing its present concerns and future innovations. One of my strengths, which I pray will complement the
responsibility as a council member, is that of ‘practiced morality’ and ‘equity for all citizens’.
Please describe your most recent community service in your census tract and/or in the wider Altadena community.
As stated, after my unsuccessful campaign for the Pasadena School Board Altadena Seat 1, I serve my community
through various affiliations such as church outreach helping people; President of our Male Chorus Ministry which
supports young males starting at age 9; I have in process an application to serve the Pasadena Area League of
Women Voters' Higher Education Sub Committee of the Education Committee.
What do you see as the three biggest priorities for Altadena that you plan to act on as a Town Council representative?
As an advocate for census tract 4603.02, my initial plan of action is to ascertain what the people of tract 4603.02 feel
are the “biggest priorities” and represent accordingly. As a potential net addition to the council, I will lend support
where there is the most expedient need or interest.
What is your vision for economic development in Altadena, and what actions do you think the Town Council could take to
bring about that vision that will support and not displace local residents and business owners?
As you know, the council has no legislative powers and can make no legal decisions for the community. Withstanding,
and through the efforts of concern Altadena community members and Los Angeles County Supervisor Baxter Ward
with the Pasadena Chapter of the League of Women Voters, I will be devoted as council member in exercising my task
of “..express[ing] consensus to governmental officials…" for the Tract 4603.02 community of Altadena.
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How do you plan to inform and involve the residents of your Census Tract and the greater Altadena Community in an
open and transparent manner?
As answers to this questionnaire are being completed, we have created a website specific for Tract 4603.02 to use in
submitting their concerns and comments. We have drafted a neighborhood flyer/mailer complete with email and
telephone information for responsible communication from the community, which will represent two sources that can
be used by all in collective collaboration best for Altadena. Third, all Altadena must support and attend the monthly
scheduled Town Council meetings and voice their interests.
Is there anything else you would like voters to know about you?
I would like Tract 4603.02 voters to know that I am optimistic about the collective collaboration process embedded in
the Altadena Town Council. At the root of my optimism is that the council can present, with your help, an inclusive
agenda of concerns and outcomes that serves all of Altadena, both economically and ethically.

Brent Musson

626-344-8445

Brent.Musson@AltadenaTownCouncil.org

Why are you running for Town Council, and what skills or strengths will you bring to the position?
I have served on Town Council for 4 years (Land Use for 5) building relationships with county government and its
departments. In my next term, I will continue to advocate, at the county, on behalf of 4610 and Altadena at large.
Please describe your most recent community service in your census tract and/or in the wider Altadena community.
My most recent community work is my ongoing volunteering through my church on Lincoln and Ventura—a
commitment which I have been dedicated to for over 30 yrs. Away from church, I also tutor and council students from
low income families and serve on the board of directors for the local non-profit Neighbors Empowering Youth (NEY)
which mostly serves low-income minority youth.
What do you see as the 3 biggest priorities for Altadena that you plan to act on as a Town Council representative?
•
•
•

Revitalizing our business corridors, especially Lincoln Ave., will create local jobs, improve the aesthetics of public
spaces and help to reduce crime.
Helping low-income residents through education on the following topics: credit repair, foreclosure avoidance,
returning to school.
Developing a low-cost or free channel for the ATC to communicate with residents who are unlikely to be a part of
one of the existing newsgroups (or former readers Tim’s blog)

What is your vision for economic development in Altadena, and what actions do you think the Town Council could take to
bring about that vision that will support and not displace local residents and business owners?
It is difficult for small businesses to occupy existing storefronts to operate a business in Altadena, to a great extent
because of the legacy parking ordinance. Large regional or national chains can buy multiple lots and redevelop. To
encourage small, local businesses, the parking ordinances must be amended.
How do you plan to inform and involve the residents of your Census Tract and the greater Altadena Community in an
open and transparent manner?
I currently maintain the website: www.BrentMusson.com, exclusively for my constituents, and which also directs
visitors to my Facebook page, with a following of over 550, dedicated to my public service and representation of 4610.
As an incumbent, please respond to these questions regarding your previous term:
What do you think is needed to increase the Town Council’s effectiveness and positively impact the community?
The ATC often seems to be under attack from other volunteer groups. We are ALL volunteers; so, when other groups
or individuals see opportunities for improvement in the ATC, reaching out to us to collaborate on fixes would be less
disruptive that broadcasting our errors to the community at large.
The Council could be more inclusive with other organizations, actively seeking collaboration and participation.
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What do you consider your 3 most significant personal achievements as a Town Council representative?
•
•
•

Helping to lubricate the entry of Walmart into 4610
Working with law enforcement regarding our hotspot at Lincoln and Figueroa
Catalyzing cleanup efforts on in the Lincoln Corridor

What do you consider the 3 most significant achievements of the Council as a whole this past year?
The Council has dealt with many land use issues that fall within our official charter. Each project is at the top of the
list of importance in the eyes of the applicant and the project’s closest neighbors; so, no one project is more important
than the other.
Is there anything else you would like voters to know about you?
I have lived within 1 mile of my current home since 1972. I attended PUSD schools, PCC and then USC; in other
words, I’m a local boy, with deep roots, vested in this community. I have volunteered in our community for over 30
years and since joining the Town Council, I’ve served on Altadena's Land Use Committee, the LA County Sheriff's
Altadena Stakeholders' Committee, and as the former PTA President of Blair IB Magnet, PUSD's highest ranked High
School and Middle School.
There is still a lot of work to do, especially in 4610 and I’m the candidate in 4610 qualified to finish what we’ve started
together.

Census Tract 4611
Amy Cienfuegos

(626) 379-4874

amy100fires@att.net

(626) 639-8564

justin.robertson@mail.com

No response to candidate survey.

Justin Robertson

Why are you running for Town Council, and what skills or strengths will you bring to the position?
I am running to represent Tract 4611 on the Altadena Town Council because I see an opportunity to lend my
experience, perspective, and training in planning and land use to help address neighborhood concerns and to make a
difference in my community. In my day job as a planner, I work on traffic, mobility, beautification, and historic
preservation matters. I have spent my career in local government, working with public agencies to solve quality of life
issues. Since last year’s walkability study of Altadena, I have remained active in civic life, working with my neighbors
to make our community an ever-better place to live. I believe that these skills and strengths will allow me to contribute
on our Town Council in a meaningful way.
Please describe your most recent community service in your census tract and/or in the wider Altadena community.
In earning my graduate degree last year, I undertook a rigorous study of planning and economic development in
Altadena, with the help of dozens of residents and the support of neighborhood organizations and our Chamber of
Commerce. In 4611, I’ve stayed an active participant in projects to improve pedestrian safety, beautification, and foot
traffic to our local businesses. I continue to be engaged with bringing such improvements to Fair Oaks Avenue,
Lincoln Avenue, and community-wide through my work with Neighbors Building a Better Altadena.
What do you see as the 3 biggest priorities for Altadena that you plan to act on as a Town Council representative?
As a new member of the Town Council: listen and learn from residents and council members, and build relationships
with those who can help me help others on issues large and small.
I will work with other council members to ensure that new development is a net positive for Altadenans, and that the
county plans for and manages impacts on parking, traffic, housing, and more. Effectively communicating residents’
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concerns to the County on this and other quality of life issues, and staying engaged in the process, should be the
Town Council’s primary focus.
I plan to apply my background in zoning and economic development to see that the updated Community Standards
District is a reflection of Altadena’s own vision for itself, enabling homegrown economic development while protecting
what makes our community great, from its people to our historic and cultural resources.
What is your vision for economic development in Altadena, and what actions do you think the Town Council could take to
bring about that vision that will support and not displace local residents and business owners?
My vision for economic development is one of locally owned, neighborhood-serving businesses that refurbish and
reuse Altadena’s historic commercial buildings. Preventing displacement against market forces is a more complex
question that can’t be simply answered here. While I can’t say what the right answer is for Altadena, I know there are
a number of innovative anti-displacement strategies being tested in other places with similar pressures. As our forum
for discussing issues important to Altadenans, the Town Council can facilitate discussions between the community,
the County, and experts on the subject. In shining an official light on conversations already happening in the
community, and thoughtfully engaging with the issue, we can find a way forward that’s a good fit for both today and
tomorrow’s Altadenans alike.
How do you plan to inform and involve the residents of your Census Tract and the greater Altadena Community in an
open and transparent manner?
Among the Town Council’s challenges are the loss of AltadenaPoint, a lack of easy access to ATC meetings, and a
diversity of incomes and connectedness. I would be available to my neighbors via telephone and email, with a
commitment to responding in a timely manner, and would make myself available for “office hours” in person. I believe
transparency, accountability, plain dealing, and honesty are critical to ensuring fairness and participation. I will push
for a more robust and useful internet presence, and for expanded access to meeting information, including *timely*
posting of agendas and minutes where Altadenans can see them: online, at the Community Center, Senior Center,
and libraries; the public should see agendas within 72 hours as members do, and the by-laws should say as much.
Working with the County, we can request wider noticing for projects of communitywide interest, perhaps through the
CSD, not limiting mailers to the immediate neighborhood; the Council or Land Use Committee should entertain
comments on such projects, providing them to the County before project approval. Moving public comment from the
end of the agenda to earlier in the evening, in the manner of many bodies, can allow participation from residents who,
on nights with a full agenda, might otherwise give up and go home. Finally, incorporating relevant provisions of the
Brown Act into the by-laws would be a good faith and good government move that respects the wishes of our
community for high-quality local representation without limiting the body’s membership or actions.
Is there anything else you would like voters to know about you?
Altadena is a special place, with a rich history and a vigorous local politics that can be deep, complex, and even
personal. I’m running because I believe in servant leadership, and that I would bring a useful skill set to the Town
Council. I ask for your vote and for your trust that I’m the right person for the job. I know I have a lot to learn from
current members, those who’ve previously served, and others. With your support, I look forward to building the kinds
of relationships and knowledge that will make me an effective representative of 4611, and for Altadena generally.

Census Tract 4612
Anne Lansing

(626) 375-5574

annelansing@att.net

Why are you running for Town Council, and what skills or strengths will you bring to the position?
I am running for Town Council to support a vibrant, diverse community that offers opportunities for all Altadenans.
Los Angeles County is a huge place, and County government can overlook an area that does not work to make its
voice heard. Town Council is an opportunity to represent my community and allow it to speak with a larger voice.
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I have worked in local government for almost 25 years, in various positions related to housing. I will bring to Town
Council a strong understanding of how local government works, 12 years of experience chairing public meetings and
making presentations to public bodies, and experience with strategic planning. I also bring a desire to serve and a
belief in the importance of representative democracy.
Please describe your most recent community service in your census tract and/or in the wider Altadena community.
My community service in Altadena has been as a Girl Scout leader. I have led Troop 13821 originally based at Saint
Mark’s in Altadena since 2007. Our troop took part in North Lake Avenue clean up, and organized food drives for the
food bank at Altadena Community Church.
In service to the larger community, I have organized City of Pasadena staff volunteers for the Bad Weather Shelter, a
cold and rainy weather shelter for homeless persons, since 2012.
What do you see as the 3 biggest priorities for Altadena that you plan to act on as a Town Council representative?
• Support local businesses and responsible, responsive development
• Develop a more walkable community
• Ensure that County services are provided equitably across the community
What is your vision for economic development in Altadena, and what actions do you think the Town Council could take to
bring about that vision that will support and not displace local residents and business owners?
A vibrant Altadena is a community with a mix of local businesses and larger, responsibly-run chains employing a
range of community residents, from teens working their first jobs to adults supporting themselves. Ideally, both of
these types of businesses would pay a living wage and offer full-time employment for any employee who wants to
work full-time. I understand this is challenging for smaller businesses, and I would be prepared to listen to concerns
about this if LA County looks in earnest at a $15 minimum wage, which I support.
I’m excited about the Aldi’s that is proposed next to Eliot. This is the type of business I’d like to see more of in
Altadena. I’d also like to see Ralph’s continue to invest in the North Lake store.
How do you plan to inform and involve the residents of your Census Tract and the greater Altadena Community in an
open and transparent manner?
I will be available to the community via email at annelansing@att.net, and at community meetings. I will create a
specific Facebook page for my census tract on which I will post updates about upcoming items and information of
interest to the community. I’ll also work with the other Town Council member for our census tract to see how she
communicates with constituents and discuss how we can work together to serve the community.
Is there anything else you would like voters to know about you?
As an Altadena native and nearly lifelong resident, I will bring enthusiasm and a love of the community to Town
Council. My experience as a local government employee has taught me the value of being responsive to the
community you serve, and I will bring this responsiveness to a position on Town Council.

Census Tract 4613
Vahe Atchabahian

(626) 791-8085

vamedia@yahoo.com

No response to candidate survey.

Sylvia Vega

(626) 482-8787

positive1withresults@yahoo.com

No response to candidate survey.
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